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report’s completion. 
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Executive summary 
Extent Heritage WA Pty Ltd (Extent Heritage) was commissioned by Rottnest Island Authority 
to undertake an archaeological and ethnographic heritage site identification survey of the 
Proposed Lodge Redevelopment Area. The survey was conducted with Whadjuk Noongar 
representatives on 29 October 2019 by Dr Edward McDonald (Ethnosciences) and Annabelle 
Davis (Extent Heritage). 

As a result of this survey: 

1. The Proposed Lodge Redevelopment Area at Wadjemup (Rottnest Island) has been 
subject to ethnographic and archaeological site identification survey in consultation with 
Whadjuk representatives. 

2. No new archaeological or ethnographic sites were identified as a result of the survey. 

3. It is recommended that the RIA continue its program of consultation with the Whadjuk 
and wider Aboriginal community in respect of the proposed Lodge redevelopment.  

4. It is recommended that the Lodge, rather than be known as ‘Karma’ is given a 
Whadjuk/Nyungar name, to show respect for the significance of the place. 

5. Wadjemup’s Aboriginal heritage be commemorated and interpreted in the redeveloped 
Lodge. 

6. That the houses at the northern end of the PDA and adjacent to the burial ground should 
be removed (if they are not heritage listed) that the area is set aside for the establishment 
of a reflection and contemplation next to the cemetery for Nyungars and others. 

7. That the ground disturbance associated with the proposed redevelopment is monitored 
by members of the Whadjuk community.  
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Introduction 

Overview 
Extent Heritage WA Pty Ltd (Extent Heritage) was commissioned by Rottnest island Authority 
to undertake an archaeological and ethnographic site identification survey of the Proposed 
Lodge Redevelopment Project Area on Wadjemup (Rottnest Island). 

The proposed development area (PDA) comprises ~25,000m2 and is located adjacent to Karma 
Rottnest (the Lodge) on the island and is bounded by Garden Lake, Digby Drive and Kitson 
Street in the west, south and east respectively (Figure 1).  The study proposal called for a ‘Site 
Identification’ level assessment, including desktop and fieldwork, suitable to support a section18 
Notice as might be required by the Western Australian Aboriginal Heritage Act 1972 (AHA).  

The Scope of Works (SoW) notes that the survey area is located within the traditional country 
of the Whadjuk Noongar People. The SoW also notes that additional heritage work within the 
proposed re-development area is being conducted in parallel. Specifically, a geophysical 
assessment, involving ground penetrating radar (GPR) has been scoped and scheduled. In fact, 
the GPR program had been completed by the time the ethnographic assessment was 
undertaken with Whadjuk participation. Other projects including digital scanning of the interior 
of the Boys Reformatory and a historic archaeological assessment of the area adjacent to lake 
have also been undertaken in the past. 

An archaeological and ethnographic site identification survey of the PDA was completed on 29 
October 2019 by Annabelle Davis (Extent Heritage) and Dr Edward McDonald (Ethnosciences) 
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Figure 1 – Map showing the Proposed Lodge Redevelopment Project Area (Rottnest Island Authority) 
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Ethnographic survey methodology 
The ethnographic survey involved the following processes: 

 Desktop research; 
 Inspection of the PDA and consultation with the Whadjuk consultants; and 
 Report preparation. 

 
Edward M. McDonald of Ethnosciences undertook all aspects of the ethnographic survey. The 
desktop search of the AHIS was undertaken in early August 2019 and involved a review of the 
Aboriginal Heritage Inquiry System (AHIS) and relevant site files. A review of several pertinent 
published and unpublished historical and ethnographic works was also conducted, including 
O’Connor (2012), Green and Moon (1997) and TPG (2015). 

Survey participants, included nine Whadjuk men, selected by the Whadjuk Working Party and 
the South West Aboriginal Land and Sea Council (SWALSC) (Table 1). A number of them had 
participated in the GPR study of the survey area, which had been recently completed. They 
were accompanied by Ms Patricia Ranger (Heritage Officer, SWALSC), who attended the 
survey as an observer for SWALSC. Also in attendance were Ms Jane Skippington and Ms 
Sarah Watson of the RIA’s Cultural Heritage Team and Ms Annabelle Davis (Associate Director 
& Archaeologist Extent) (Table 1 below). 

The ethnographic survey, undertaken on October 29, 2019, commenced with a consultative 
meeting held in a beach shelter near the main jetty. Here Mr Yarran opened the meeting with a 
welcome to country in Nyungar and survey team members participated in a ritual to propitiate 
the Waugal by throwing a handful of sand into the sea. Ms Skippington then provided a brief 
introduction to the proposed Lodge Redevelopment Project, including a summary of the recently 
completed GPR study. Ms Davis then discussed the proposed survey methodology for the day. 
The heritage team then walked to the Lodge Redevelopment Project and walked around the 
boundaries of the area, stopping at various places to discuss points of interest. Ms Watson gave 
the team a summary of the history of the undeveloped area as gardens for the prison.  
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Figure 2 Jane Skippington (centre, back to camera) addresses the heritage survey team at the 
consultative meeting prior to the survey (Photo: McDonald, 2019) 

 

 
Figure 3 Edward McDonald conducting the ethnographic survey with Whadjuk representatives (Photo: 
Davis, October 2019) 
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Figure 4 Sarah Watson explaining the history of the area to the survey team (Photo Davis: October 2019) 

 

 
Figure 5 Steven Jacobs (foreground) and other members of the heritage team inspect the PDA. (Photo: 
McDonald, October 2019) 
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Figure 6 Reg Yarran (left) and Stan Hedland discuss the proposed development plans (Photo, McDonald, 
October 2019) 
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Figure 7 Reg Yarran prepares the fire for the smoking ritual while other team members watch (Photo: 
McDonald, October 2019). 

 

 
Figure 8 Stan Hedland smokes the Old Mortuary, now a staff lunchroom, while Gary Bennell accompanies 
him on the clapping sticks (Photo: McDonald, October 2019). 
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Name Role 

Peter Garlett Whadjuk Representative 

Steven Jacobs Whadjuk Representative 

Noel 

Noel Morrich 
Whadjuk Representative 

Reg Yarran Whadjuk Representative 

William Coomer Whadjuk Representative 

Stanley Hedland Whadjuk Representative 

Brendan Moore Whadjuk Representative 

Ben Ugle Whadjuk Representative 

Gary Bennell Whadjuk Representative 

Patricia Ranger Whadjuk Representative 

Sarah Watson Rottnest Island Authority, Heritage Officer 

Jane Skippington Rottnest Island Authority, Heritage Manager 

Dr Edward McDonald Ethnosciences, Anthropologist 

Annabelle Davis Extent Heritage, Archaeologist 

Table 1: Ethnographic survey participants 

After the completion of the survey, the Whadjuk team preformed a ‘smoking ritual’ in the 
courtyard of the Quod and in the old mortuary and surrounds for the spirits of the deceased 
prisoners.  

Archaeological Survey Methodology 
Much of the PDA was previously disturbed and contains various existing infrastructure including 
buildings and roads which has significantly affected the archaeological integrity of the area.  

On arrival to the PDA, Annabelle Davis (Extent Heritage) discussed the previous disturbance 
with the Whadjuk representatives and it was agreed that the archaeological survey would focus 
on those areas most likely to yield Aboriginal archaeological remains. As such those areas with 
a high likelihood to yield archaeological sites were the focus of the archaeological survey. The 
area located immediately behind the Lodge Accommodation and between Garden Lake, whilst 
also significantly disturbed was identified as having archaeological potential and the ground 
surface was more readily observable. 

The archaeological survey was completed with the participation of Whadjuk representatives 
Gary Bennell, Ben Ugle, Brendan Moore, Peter Garlett, Steven Jacobs and Stanley Hedland. 
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Figure 9 eroding sand formation behind Rottnest Lodge accommodation facilities and in front of Garden 
Lake with Stanley Hedland. (Photo: Davis, October, 2019) 

 

 
Figure 10 Assistant Gardner’s Cottage and surrounding areas of eroding historic material with 
archaeological potential. (Photo: Davis, October 2019) 
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Ethnographic and Archaeological Background 

Bates (1985) was the first researcher to systematically collect information regarding the social 
organisation, language and customs of the indigenous people of the Southwest region of 
Western Australia. Bates (1985: 39) referred to the Aboriginal people occupying this region as 
the ‘Bibbulmun Nation’. She reported that the Bibbulmun were comprised of a number of tribal 
groupings with similar customs and beliefs though she also reported that regional differences, 
including forms of descent and dialectic terms, applied to various local communities (Bates 
1985: 46-54).  

Later researchers, however, provide a vastly different perspective to that of Bates. Berndt 
(1979), following Tindale (1974), suggests that, at the time of British colonisation, the Southwest 
was occupied by thirteen ‘tribes’ or socio-dialectal groups, to use Berndt’s term, that formed a 
discrete socio-cultural bloc referred to as ‘Noongar’. Tindale (1974) record the socio-dialectal 
group who inhabited the region in which the survey area is located as the Whadjug or Whadjuk. 
The reasons for the differences between Bates (1985) and later researchers are not clear 
though it has been suggested that she focused on a lower level of social organisation than 
Tindale (1974) or Berndt (1979). Various colonial observers recorded Nyungar mythology about 
creation of the offshore islands, including Rottnest, Cockburn Sound, and other features of the 
coastline. These include a mythological narrative recorded by Armstrong (1836) accounts for 
the creation of the Cockburn Sound and the offshore islands through the actions of the Waugal: 

They [Nyungars] state, as a fact handed down to them from their ancestors, that Garden Island 
was formerly united to the main, and that the separation was caused in some preternatural 
manner, by the waugal (Armstrong 1836, cited in Brown 1983). 

Another recorded by Moore (1884) is substantially different from the above: 

The natives have a tradition that Rottnest, Carnac, and Garden Island, once formed part of the 
mainland, and that the intervening ground was thickly covered with trees; which took fire in some 
unaccountable way, and burned with such intensity that the ground split asunder with great 
noise, and the sea rushed in between cutting off the islands from the mainland (Moore 1884; 
cited in Brown 1983). 

An explanation for the ‘unaccountable’ fire is given in a version of the same myth recorded by 
Bates (1992 and n.d; see also the version published in Ker Wilson (ed.) (1972). The narrative 
relates to the origin of fire, which was stolen from the Moon (Meeka) by the Sparrowhawk 
(Kwetalbur) and Pigeon (Wata), who started fires among the balga (grass tree) and other trees. 
The Moon called on his uncle, Waddarn, the sea, to put the fire out and the area was swamped, 
creating today’s topographical features. McDonald, Hales and Associates (1997) recorded 
another version of this myth from a Nyungar man in a survey at Jervoise Bay. On this occasion 
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the myth was used to describe the creation of the series of lakes and wetlands, which run 
parallel to the coast in the area (e.g. Lake Coogee). 1 

 Another myth associated with the creation of the islands, Cockburn Sound and shoreline has 
been reported separately to McDonald, Hales and Associates in a 1989 survey of Mangles Bay 
(Machin 1989; with further comments by McDonald 1990).  In this saga a ‘crocodile’ moves 
across the sea and landscape and loses parts of his body, creating the islands, sound and 
features on land. The ‘crocodile’ interacts with other creatures including the shark and whale 
and the kangaroo and bush turkey as he travelled along the coast whose activities also create 
topographical features. The narrative is directly associated with the site in Rotary Park (Site Id 
3471) (Machin 1989).  

Rottnest was associated with the Nyungar myths on death. Bates (1985:221; see also Ker 
Wilson 1972:62-4). The myth concerns three people ... Walleynup, his wife, Doronnup and their 
son, Bindirwoor. The myth is centred on Woodman Point (Dandeegurt), where the man, 
Walleynup, has to dodge magic spears every day that are thrown at him.  In the story, the boy 
asks to take his father's place. Eventually, when the father relents and gives Bindirwoor a 
chance, and the magic spear kills the boy. His parents bury him at Beenyup. Soon after his 
death, he travels to Kooranup, the home of the dead, where his parents eventually join him.  In 
a version collected during a survey in 1997, the man has to keep a boomerang in flight and not 
let it touch the ground. He after many requests gives his son a try at the task but the son drops 
the boomerang and death results.  

The thematic similarity between the two versions lies in the preservation of a relationship, which, 
once broken, inaugurates death. In the first version here, the father dodges a spear thrown at 
him over and over. It always misses. The boy is not so fortunate. He is hit and killed. In the 
second,  it is the perpetuation of the boomerang’s flight. As a result of the break in the perpetual 
process, death comes to all Nyungars. Rottnest is variously interpreted as a stop on the way to 
Kooranup or as being part of Kooranup.   

Wadjemup was established as a prison for Aboriginal men and boys in 1839 and used as such 
until 1903, except for a brief period of closure between 1849-1855 and a forced labour camp for 
Aboriginal prisoners until 1931. The main prison building, known as ‘The Quod’ (DPLH ID 3540), 
was erected by Aboriginal labour in 1864.  Records indicate that 4000 Aboriginal men and boys 
from Western Australia were imprisoned on the island (Green and Moon 1997). At least 373 of 
these prisoners died in custody and were buried in an area currently referred to as the 
Wadjemup Aboriginal Burial Ground (DPLH ID 3781) (Green and Moon 1997: 8).  

 

1 Maddock (1970: 196), examines a number of myths from Arnhem Land and north-eastern and 

south-eastern Australia & notes that they contain expressions of a small number of motifs (e.g. 
withholding or not sharing), concealment and/or capture of fire, the accidental or deliberate 
attempts to extinguish fire by protagonists in the narrative). He also notes that the events in the 
myths are organised within frameworks of conceptual codes – vertical, elemental and moral 
registers and registers containing contrasts such as raw/cook, dry/wet and light/dark.  The 
Nyungar myth, recorded by Bates contains similar elements.  
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A Boys' Reformatory was opened in 1881 adjacent to The Quod and operated for 20 years. The 
area containing The Wadjemup Burial Ground, the Quod and The Boys' Reformatory is 
sometimes referred to as the prison precinct. The Quod and Boys Reformatory were converted 
into tourist accommodation and, while the Reformatory is still part of a commercial lease, the 
Quod and some associated buildings were returned to the management of the RIA in May 2018. 
The present survey area includes the buildings that were once the Boys Reformatory, as well 
as some newer structures. 

Early archaeological research on Rottnest Island by Dortch (1991) concludes that the island 
has limited potential for prehistoric sites and any prehistoric archaeological material is likely to 
occur within dune formations. Since then, a number of archaeological surveys (Dortch 2004, 
Cecchi 2010) have been conducted within the vicinity of the PDA resulting in the identification 
of a number of artefact scatters in the broader area. A particular feature of these artefact scatters 
includes worked glass artefacts. The significant European and Aboriginal history of Rottnest 
Island and the PDA means that there is potential for both non-Aboriginal and Aboriginal artefacts 
to be uncovered during construction activities.  

The PDA however has been significantly impacted by numerous activities over many years and 
as such the likelihood of uncovering significant intact in situ archaeological deposits is fairly low. 
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Survey Results 

Desktop Results 
The AHIS search reveals that there are no Aboriginal sites or Other Heritage Places (OHP) 
within the present survey area. 

However, as noted, ‘The Quod’ (DPLH ID 3540) and the Wadjemup Aboriginal Prisoners 
Cemetery (DPLH ID 3781) both registered Aboriginal sites are located in the immediate vicinity 
of the study area. Both sites are of immense significance to the Whadjuk group and members 
of the Aboriginal community in Western Australia in general. Previous research and consultation 
have also highlighted the significance of the island as a whole to Aboriginal people (TPG 2015). 

Also located in the general vicinity are a number of archaeological and historical sites and OHPs 
(Table 2 below) 

DPLH ID  Name  Type  Status  

3540 
Rottnest Lodge/ 
Quod’ 

Ceremonial, 
Historical, 

Repository / Cache 

Registered 

3781 
Wadjemup 
Aboriginal prisoners 
Cemetery 

Skeletal Material / 
Burial 

Registered 

31746  
Golf Course, South 
Glass Artefact 
Scatter  

Artefact Scatter  Registered  

3782  Rottnest: Golf 
Course  Artefact Scatter  Registered  

3418  Rottnest: Peacock 
Hill  Artefact Scatter  Registered  

20862  Wadjemup (Rottnest 
Island)  Artefacts, Historical  Stored Data  

3541  Rottnest: Lodge 
Extensions  None  Stored Data  

3542  Rottnest: Shield  Shield  Stored Data  

Table 2: List of Aboriginal sites and Other Heritage Places in the vicinity of the study area (Source: 
AHIS/RIA) 
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Figure 11: Aboriginal sites & OHPs in the vicinity of the Proposed Lodge Redevelopment Project Area 
(Source: RIA)  
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Ethnographic Survey and Consultation Outcomes 
No specific places which might meet the criteria of s5 of the AHA were identified by the Whadjuk 
consultants within the proposed Lodge Redevelopment Project Area during the archaeological 
and ethnographic survey.  

However, the Whadjuk consultants emphasised the importance and significance of the 
landscape within which the area is located, noting the significance of the island as a place of 
imprisonment to the Whadjuk and the Aboriginal community in general (see also TPG 2015). 
They noted that the area had been used by the Aboriginal prisoners as a garden and they also 
highlighted the proximity of both the burial ground (DPLH ID 3781) and the Quod (DPLH ID 
3540) both of which are of great significance. 

When asked, a number of the heritage team members responded that it was highly likely that 
each member of the team was genealogically related to someone who had been imprisoned 
there. Mr Moore, in particular, that he is a direct descendant of Tommy Nettle who had been 
imprisoned on the island in 1887 for spearing his wife in the leg for some transgression in 
accordance with customary law (see Tilbrook 1983: 225-6; Tree #31; Green and Moon 1997: 
254).  

The Whadjuk consultants made a number of recommendations in respect of the proposed 
development: 

1. That the Lodge be given a Whadjuk/Nyungar name, to show respect for the significance of 
the place. 

2. That Wadjemup’s Aboriginal heritage be commemorated and interpreted in the redeveloped 
Lodge. 

3. That the houses at the northern end of the PDA and adjacent to the burial ground should be 
removed (if they are not heritage listed) that the area is set aside for the establishment of a 
reflection and contemplation next to the cemetery for Nyungars and others. 

4. That the ground disturbance associated with the proposed redevelopment is monitored by 
members of the Whadjuk community. An archaeologist should also be present to monitor 
any ground disturbing activities occurring within the area of the sand deflation located 
between the Lodge and the Assistant Gardner’s cottage due to the high likelihood of cultural 
and historic material being located. 
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Archaeological Survey Results 
The archaeological survey resulted in the identification of two glass artefacts and numerous 
pieces of historic material eroding out of the sand bank located directly above the now 
dilapidated Assistant Gardner’s cottage (see Figure 13). Numerous pieces of other historic 
artefacts were also observed including ceramic, unworked glass and building rubble. Given the 
level of previous disturbance that has occurred in this vicinity and that only two pieces of worked 
glass were identified it was considered that there was not a sufficient density or integrity of 
material to record this location as a site. Furthermore, the level of disturbance that has occurred 
over a considerable period of time at this location means that it is difficult to determine the origin 
of these artefacts.  

   
Figure 12 Worked glass artefacts located near Assistant Gardner’s Cottage with Peter Garlett (Right). 
(Photos: Davis, October 2019) 

 

The glass artefacts identified are similar to those found at DPLH ID 31746 and 3782 near the 
Rottnest Island Golf Course and a number of other locations at Rottnest at which worked glass 
artefacts have been located. Cecchi (2012, p. 15) reports that the worked glass material at 
DPLH ID 3782 and 31746 may be representative of the arrival of Kimberly men on the island 
between the 1870s and 1880s as artefacts at these sites included bifacial glass bottle flakes. 
The two artefacts identified during this survey however, did not demonstrate evidence of being 
created during the point manufacture process and as such cannot be clearly linked to Kimberly 
Aboriginal people. However, given the proximity of the artefacts to the Quod it is highly likely 
that they were the product of flaking by the Aboriginal prisoners that were interred there. 
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Figure 13 Map showing location of worked glass material found during the archaeological survey 
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Conclusions  

This report presents the preliminary findings of an ethnographic survey/consultation undertaken 
in respect of the Proposed Lodge Redevelopment Project Area, Wadjemup (Rottnest Island) on 
behalf of Extent. The ethnographic assessment involved desktop study of the PDA and its 
context and field survey and a consultation with 8 Whadjuk consultants and was conducted in 
tandem with an archaeological inspection undertaken by Ms Annabelle Davis of Extent.  

The desktop research did not reveal any registered Aboriginal sites or OHPs within the study 
area. However, two highly significant sites, the Wadjemup Aboriginal Prisoners Cemetery 
(DPLH ID 3781) and the Quod (DPLH ID 3540) are located in the immediate vicinity and 
previous research and consultation has highlighted the significance of the island as a whole to 
Aboriginal people. though no specific places were identified by the Whadjuk consultants within 
the present study area, they did emphasise the importance of the island landscape as a whole 
to the Aboriginal community and the Cemetery (DPLH ID 3781) and the Quod (DPLH ID 3540) 
in particular. As the case is made in the Rottnest Island/Wadjemup Cultural Landscape 
Management Plan (TPG 2015:29) “Wadjemup has timeless pre-colonial significance, and a 
significance born out of its more recent prison history” and continues to be a site trauma for 
Aboriginal people and continues to be “a symbol of suffering, loss and displacement and 
remains synonymous with oppression, dispossession, occupation, and the virtual destruction of 
a people.” The Cultural Landscape Management Plan (TPG 2015:29), also concludes, however,  
that because “of its unique and significant history, Rottnest Island/Wadjemup has the potential 
to become one of the most important focal points for reconciliation and healing between 
Aboriginal and non-Aboriginal people not just in Western Australia but for Australia as a nation”. 
The proposed Lodge Redevelopment program provides an avenue for integrating a program of 
reconciliation into redevelopment an important commercial facility on Wadjemup. 

The archaeological survey resulted in the identification of two glass artefacts. Given the limited 
amount of cultural material identified at this location and the extensive previous disturbance that 
has occurred it is recommended that this location is considered not a site under section 5 of the 
Aboriginal Heritage Act 1972. 
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Recommendations 

1. It is recommended that the RIA continue its program of consultation with the Whadjuk and 
wider Aboriginal community in respect of the proposed Lodge redevelopment.  

2. It is recommended that the Lodge, rather than be known as ‘Karma’ is given a 
Whadjuk/Nyungar name, to show respect for the significance of the place. 

3. That Wadjemup’s Aboriginal heritage be commemorated and interpreted in the redeveloped 
Lodge. 

4. That the houses at the northern end of the PDA and adjacent to the burial ground should be 
removed (if they are not heritage listed) that the area is set aside for the establishment of a 
reflection and contemplation next to the cemetery for Nyungars and others. 

5. That the ground disturbance associated with the proposed redevelopment is monitored by 
members of the Whadjuk community.  

6. That the glass artefacts located during the survey do not constitute a site under section 5 of 
the Aboriginal Heritage Act 1972. 
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